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Reaction of ground state Na atoms with13CO in an adamantane matrix in a rotating cryostat at 77 K gives
a mononuclear monoligand complex whose EPR spectrum consists of an isotropic quartet of doublets with
a(Na)) 889 MHz,a(13C) ) 21.8 MHz, andg ) 2.0015. This suggests that a Na atom can interact with one
CO to generate NaCO with a singly occupied molecular orbital that is made up of Na 3s and C 2s orbitals
with ca. 96% unpaired spin population in the Na 3s orbital.

A matrix isolation infrared spectroscopic study of solid argon
containing vapor-deposited ground state Na atoms and CO has
shown that there are no IR bands that can be assigned to the
bound mononuclear monoligand complex NaCO,1 although
liquid ammonia solutions of Na are known to react with CO to
give sodium acetylenediolate, Na2C2O2.2 This is in contrast to
the results obtained for Li atoms where a plethora of mono-
nuclear and polynuclear carbonyls,e.g., LiCO, Li(CO)2, Li-
(CO)3, Li2CO, Li3CO, and Li2C2O2 are produced.2-5

Ab initio calculations at the CI level have suggested that the
lowest 2Σ electronic state of linear NaCO is either repulsive6

or weakly bonding with a Na-C distance of 0.45 nm.7 Density
functional theory calculations8 give two minima. The lowest
one is bent with a2A′ electronic state and a NaCO angle of
132.8° and is a weakly bound van der Waals complex with a
dissociation energy of 5.4 kJ mol-1. The second minimum is
a metastable linear structure, similar to that described by
Pacchioni,7 with a dissociation energy of 0.84 kJ mol-1.

We have investigated the reaction of Na atoms with CO in
an adamantane matrix at 77 K in a rotating cryostat.9,10 The
reaction products have been examined by electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy (see Figure 1) and the results are
reported here.

Na atoms and CO in adamantane at 77 K give a dark purple,
almost black, deposit with an overall EPR spectrum that has
all the features given by Na atoms in adamantane,i.e., matrix-
isolated Na atoms in two magnetically distinct trapping sites
and pseudorotating Na3,11 plus an additional quartet with a large
Na hyperfine interaction. The lowest and highest field lines of
this new spectrum occur at 2833.9 and 3788.5 G at a microwave
frequency of 9339.3 MHz. An exact solution of the Breit-Rabi
equation gives the magnetic parametersaNa ) 889 MHz andg
) 2.0015. This Na coupling constant is 50 MHz larger than
the coupling constant for Na atoms trapped in the major trapping
site (site I) of adamantane (839 MHz) and is almost identical
to the hyperfine interaction of gas-phase Na atoms (885.8
MHz).12

When 13CO is used instead of natural CO, the quartet
spectrum is replaced by a quartet of doublets with a doublet
spacing of 8 G. This spectrum at a high microwave power (20
mW) is shown in the figure. An exact analysis of this spectrum
gives aNa ) 889 MHz, aC ) 21.8 MHz, andg ) 2.00155.
Clearly the carrier of this spectrum has the stoichiometry NaCO.
Dividing aNa by A ) 927.1 MHz andaC by A ) 3777 MHz,

where A is the appropriate one-electron parameter,13 gives
unpaired 3s and 2s spin populations,F3s andF2s′ ) 0.96 and
0.006.
The four transitions from NaCO are accompanied by satellite

lines that are more pronounced than they are for Na atoms in
site I. The separation between the main and satellite lines is
4.5 G which is close to the resonance frequency of the proton,
gNâNH, wheregN andâN are the protong factor and nuclear
magnetron, respectively, and H is the applied magnetic field.
The intensity of the spectrum of NaCO is proportional to the
square root of the microwave power from 5 to 250µW, whereas
the intensity of the Na atom spectrum begins to level off atca.
5 µW. The relaxation time for NaCO is, therefore, much shorter
than it is for matrix-isolated Na atoms. Efficient relaxation
occurs because of a magnetic interaction between NaCO and
the adamantane protons. This property enables intense EPR
spectra of NaCO to be obtained at high microwave power.
When the temperature is increased from 77 K, in 10° intervals,

NaCO disappears faster than Na atoms in site I. The spectrum
of NaCO is, however, still visible at 190 K but disappears at
ca. 200 K.
It is apparent that a species with the stoichiometry NaCO is

produced by reaction of Na atoms with CO in an adamantane
matrix at 77 K that is persistent in this environment up to 200
K. It has almost all the unpaired spin located in the Na 3s orbital
and a small unpaired spin population in the C 2s orbital. This
suggests that the Na atom interacts with the C rather than the
O of CO. Repulsion between the singly occupied 3s sodium
orbital and the highest occupied 5σ molecular orbital of CO (a
localized lone pair on the carbon atom) might be expected to
render linear NaCO unbound. Bending would reduce the Na-X Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,March 15, 1997.

Figure 1. The EPR spectrum given by vapor deposited Na atoms and
13CO in adamantane at 77 K and high microwave power (20 mW).
The stick diagram gives the predicted quartet of doublets from Na13-
CO computed by using the parameters given in the text.
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CO repulsion and allow 3s to 2π* donation. On the other hand,
linear NaCO could be bound by a three-electron system which
would be consistent with the small value of the13C hyperfine
interaction. Furthermore, bent NaCO would be expected to have
an anisotropic EPR spectrum unless it is freely rotating in an
adamantane matrix. The question does remain whether NaCO
is a bona fidecomplex or matrix assisted system. A referee
has suggested that the presence of spin flip satellite lines in the
spectrum and the shorter relaxation time relative to isolated Na
atoms support a matrix assisted system. If this is the case, the
line widths are remarkably small.
It is of interest to compare the magnetic properties of NaCO

with those of other monocarbonyls given by reaction of2S
ground state atoms with CO,i.e., HCO, LiCO, CuCO, and
AgCO. HCO has unpaired s spin populations of 26.7 and 9.9%
on the H and C nuclei,14 quite different to those of NaCO. LiCO
has almost all the unpaired spin population on the CO moiety
and is a tight ion pair Li+CO-.4 CuCO has unpaired s spin
populations of 66 and 5% on the Cu and C nuclei.15,16 High-
level theoretical calculations17-20 have shown that this complex
is bent with a CuCO angle ofca. 139° and a binding energy of
ca. 21 kJ mol-1 AgCO has unpaired spin populations of 1.003
and 0.8% on the Ag and C nuclei,21-22 values that are closer to
those of NaCO than those of either HCO or CuCO.
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